Introduction: GWR from binary white dwarfs
Most stars become white dwarfs and many are part of (close) binary system Theoretical expectation is lots of close double white dwarfs After GWR brings them together, stable mass transfer may ensue; AM CVn systems Observational problem: they are faint Close double white dwarfs and AM CVn systems are low-frequency gravitational wave sources Double white dwarfs are so numerous that they form an unresolved noise for LISA, most AM CVn systems are very weak and don't add to the noise.
A model for the double white dwarf and AM CVn population and their GWR signal
Population synthesis for double white dwarfs and AM CVn systems Nelemans et al. 2001, A&A, 365, 491 and 368, 939 Large uncertainty for AM CVn systems: direct impact accretion for initial phases mass transfer Napiwotzki, Koester, Nelemans et al., 2002, A&A, 378, 957 New AM CVn observations: short period systems Three new (possible) AM CVn systems (7 were known) V407 Vul (RX J1914.4+2456) -P = 9.5 min, X-ray source, "No lines" spectrum Direct impact? Cropper et al. 1998 , Ramsay et al. 2002 , Mash & Steeghs 2002 KUV 01584-0939 -P = 10.3 min, previously classified as Cataclysmic Variable Warner & Woudt, 2002 RX J0806.3+1527
-P = 5.3 min, X-ray source, He(+H?) emission line spectrum Direct impact? Israel et al. 2002 , Ramsay et al. 2002 HP Lib AM CVn V407 Vul KUV 01584
RX J0806
Resolved double white dwarfs and AM CVns
Nelemans et al. in preparation

Conclusions
Models of double white dwarf and AM CVn population agree qualitatively with observations New observations will lead to quantitative test of models New short period AM CVn systems are "guaranteed" LISA sources LISA will resolve thousands of double white dwarfs and AM CVn systems and a few neutron star systems
